Data Protection for Microsoft Office 365

Lenovo + Veeam for control and protection of Microsoft Office 365 data

The challenge of Microsoft Office 365

Microsoft provides a wide array of powerful services within its Microsoft Office 365 productivity suite – but a comprehensive backup of your Office 365 data is not one of them.

Lenovo and Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office 365 eliminates the risk of losing access and control over your Microsoft Office 365 data including Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, OneDrive for Business, and Microsoft Teams – so that your organization’s critical data is always protected and accessible.

With Microsoft Office 365, it’s your data

Microsoft Office 365 enables your organization to work anywhere, anytime, without the need to host your own email, files, and content management infrastructure. Even though Microsoft hosts the infrastructure, this doesn’t replace your responsibility of maintaining a backup of your business-critical Microsoft Office 365 data.

With Microsoft Office 365, it’s your data – you control it – and it is your responsibility to protect it. With the Lenovo and Veeam Backup solution for Microsoft Office 365, you can:

• **Protect your Microsoft Office 365 data** from accidental deletion, security threats, and retention policy gaps
• **Quickly restore** individual items and files with industry-leading recovery flexibility
• **Meet legal and compliance requirements** with efficient eDiscovery of Microsoft Office 365 backup items.

Flexible Office 365 data protection

• Multiple repository and recovery options
• Leverage on-premise storage, the cloud, or S3 object storage for optimal cost
• Efficient scalability with multi-repository, multi-tenant architecture, and comprehensive automation
• At-rest data encryption and fast backup performance for Office 365 data platforms

Meet security and compliance requirements

Scale efficiently and minimize overhead

Manage hybrid cloud Microsoft Office 365 environments
Back up Microsoft Office 365 on-premise or in the cloud

- Retrieve Microsoft Office 365 Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, OneDrive for Business and Microsoft Teams data from a cloud-based Instance of Office 365 and uniquely backup your data weekly, daily or as often as every five minutes in Microsoft’s native format — an archive database based on Extensible Storage Engine (ESE), also known as the Jet Blue database

- Store backups in the location of your choice — including on-premises ThinkSystem DE and DM SAN storage, in a hyperscale public cloud (i.e., Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services) or with a local service provider

- Protect data posted and shared with Microsoft Teams chats, files and sites, as Teams data is journaled into Exchange Online and SharePoint Online

Restore data with industry-leading recovery flexibility

Reliable, granular restore of Microsoft Office 365 email items, SharePoint sites, documents, libraries, and lists, as well as OneDrive for Business accounts, files, and folders in a few simple clicks. Quick search and granular recovery of individual objects and direct restore of Microsoft Office 365 items.

Achieve greater IT efficiencies with Lenovo data management infrastructure

ThinkSystem DE All-flash and hybrid-flash arrays deliver the perfect combination of performance and economics to handle Microsoft Office 365 backup copies, while the ONTAP-enabled ThinkSystem DM-series offers advance data orchestration capabilities with native cloud-tiering and immutable snapshot technology.

For More Information

Lenovo is a leading provider of data center infrastructure solutions. We partner with you to identify, design, install and support the solution that best ensures your organization’s needs are met throughout the IT lifecycle. Lenovo complements a portfolio of leading x86 infrastructure with a full range of storage, software, and comprehensive services that provides excellent performance, reliability, and security for your IT environment from the edge to the cloud.
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